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Abstract

The aim of this research was to find a correlation between the Persuasion Knowledge Model and Instagram Advertisements. Past research has primarily focused on this model on other forms of media such as television, radio, newspaper, etc. Additionally, the ages studied have been over the age of 30 as well as not focused within a certain geological demographic. For this study, participants were residents of Pennsylvania who vary in age between 18-25 years old. Using a survey, statistical analysis, and Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient Analysis test (PCC test), this study measured each of the 49 participants' persuasion knowledge and correlated it to the advertisements chosen in the survey. The analyses found that those with lower persuasion knowledge were more likely to select an advertisement with less text variance and influential text. Further, a new understanding was found that showed a slightly negative correlation due to the PCC test, but the correlation was not statistically significant. Therefore, the findings of this research study refuted the initial hypothesis and other studies conducted in the field of persuasion knowledge.

Introduction

The online marketplace has become a globalized industry, especially within the past few decades (Abdelaal, 2014). Additionally, advertising appeals have been evident in the advertising arena (Wu, 2009). Advertising is mass media content intended to persuade audiences and viewers to take action on products, services, and ideas (Mohapatra et al., 2016). The primary goal of advertising is to drive consumer behavior in a particular way regarding a specific product, service, or concept (Abdelaal, 2014). Under the umbrella of advertising is what is known as the Persuasion Knowledge Model. This model referred to how a customer felt in regards to theories surrounding persuasion, including beliefs about marketers' motives, strategies, and tactics (Campbell et al., 2000). A previous research study discovered that persuasion knowledge leads to attitude formation and can subsequently influence behavior. (Mikolajczak-Degrauwe and Bregman, 2013). Hence, technological awareness, or being aware of persuasion knowledge techniques, among customers was expected to positively impact market growth (Grand View Research, 2020). The study results determined that further research should examine other possible mediators of this relationship (Mikolajczak-Degrauwe and Bregman, 2013).

The evolution of social media has been fueled by human nature and the desire to communicate and advance in digital technology (Maryville University, 2021). Social media has become the most prominent form of communication and advertising (Maryville University, 2021). More specifically, the media plays an important role involving persuasion knowledge by accessibly broadcasting advertisements to target audiences. Instagram, a free downloaded application that allows users to interact with photos and/or products, is a universal form of advertisement sharing (Kus, 2018). Instagram users commonly present persuasion techniques within their online advertisements. This paper intends to explore the relationship between consumer product involvement and product knowledge and deepen the understanding of the correlation between Instagram advertising and the Persuasion Knowledge Model in young adults.
Literature Review

2.1 E-commerce and Instagram Advertising

Electrical commerce, or e-commerce, can be defined by the commercial transactions that are electronically conducted through the use of the internet (Direct Packaging, 2020). As technology increases, so does the e-commerce market (Direct Packaging, 2020). There has been a 313% increase in online shopping sales in the past decade, with approximately 517.4 billion dollars in 2018 alone (Direct Packaging, 2020). Its 24-hour convenience allows shoppers to purchase items wherever and whenever easily, which provides ideal conditions for online stores. The internet enables enterprises to provide more product information online at a cost far lower than other conventional forms of popular media, such as newspapers, magazines, and television (Direct Packaging, 2020). It also allows brands to manufacture, market, and sell products in addition to providing customer services in an efficient and persuasive manner (Wan-Yu Liu, 2012). In other words, the e-commerce market is continually growing and is likely to be the most profitable way of shopping in the coming decades (Columbia University Public Health, 2019).

In recent years, Instagram has been an essential part of the e-commerce community (Kus, 2018). Within internet advertising on social media, it is known that Instagram is an effective way to promote ideas and products to a variety of age groups (Kus, 2018). Stand-alone companies have the opportunity to showcase and advertise their brand via Instagram stories and sponsored advertisements (Kus 2018).

The primary age group that uses Instagram as their main source of social media is 18-25 years. Compared to Facebook whose user age range is from 27-55, Instagram is a social media platform tailored to the newer generations (Omnicore, 2019). In order to target their largest demographic, retailers on Instagram tend to heavily focus on young adults and teenagers (Omnicore, 2019). Overall, there is a need in this research field for studies to strictly discuss young adult audiences and the persuasion knowledge employed through Instagram advertisements.

2.2 Advertisements In Social Media

As mentioned earlier, advertisements have been extraordinarily helpful when promoting a business because they can then analyze the factors of the advertisement that work best with consumers (Wan-Yu Liu, 2012). A common approach, known as a tracking study, surveys members of the target audience over a specified period of time (Saleh, 2018). This approach allows researchers to track ongoing changes in their attitudes, purchase intent, and brand knowledge (Saleh, 2018). Companies aim to reduce costs, shorten product life cycles, and speed up customer feedback to improve service quality (Wan-Yu Liu, 2012). For instance, many online businesses promote free shipping with orders over a specified amount of money. Additionally, companies who advertise on social media often use personal data to keep up with trending and in-demand items the viewers are currently searching for (Wan-Yu Liu, 2012). Using strategic placement and designs along with user information, experts are able to make advertisements that will both appeal to the viewer and subconsciously prompt the viewer to remember the item. One of the main ways that an advertisement can gain traction is when the seller persuades the buyer to look at their products, primarily through the use of influential text (Wan-Yu Liu, 2012). Influential text is the verbiage and language used by marketers that have a persuasive connotation. Common tactics in developing the influential text are to create a limited supply to increase the demand for a product. Examples of text that utilize persuasive tactics include “flash sale” and “limited availability.” Overall, the ultimate goal as a retailer is for the shoppers to interact with their advertisements in order to increase their profits.

2.3 Persuasion Knowledge Model
The Persuasion Knowledge Model (PKM), first introduced in 1994, is focused on a user’s knowledge of persuasion motives and tactics to interpret, evaluate, and respond to influence attempts from marketers and others (Friestad and Wright, 1994). Further, the Persuasion Knowledge Model has impacted the way researchers assess advertisements by allowing them to look closer at the motives behind the model (Friestad and Wright, 1994). Resourceful participants with high persuasion knowledge have the ability to select response tactics from their repertoire, similar to the way agents select persuasion tactics (Friestad and Wright, 1994). Persuasion is both complex and impersonal. Persuasive messages engage the audience quickly and are developed for a wide variety of audiences (Mikolajczak-Degrauwe and Bregman, 2013). While the actual delivery of advertisements has changed and shifted towards social media, the principles of effective persuasion have not. The subject of persuasion knowledge through advertising techniques has been an ongoing concern for researchers, especially within the past few decades (Mikolajczak-Degrauwe and Bregman, 2013). In a study assessing persuasion knowledge and attitudes toward advertisements, individuals with higher persuasion knowledge exhibit less positive attitudes towards advertising which can subsequently prevent them from engaging with an advertisement (Mikolajczak-Degrauwe and Bregman, 2013). Moreover, high scores of skepticism and persuasion knowledge towards advertising among consumers concluded a need for advertisers to modify their practices in order to gain more advertisement views from consumers (Mikolajczak-Degrauwe and Bregman, 2013). As stated previously, text variance is just one of the many ways advertisers can modify advertisements to draw attention.

2.4 Literature Gap

For those born between 1997 and 2015, Instagram is the second most popular social media application on the market. Facebook, being the most popular, has been previously researched, and it is not relevant to upcoming generations due to the large social media age gap (Anderson, 2021). Moreover, 18-25-year-olds spend an average of three hours a day on social media (Metev, 2020). There have been studies of advertising analysis within other forms of media that were conducted to see the influence of the Persuasion Knowledge Model on online advertisements (Mohapatra, 2017). Various studies have been undertaken in the field of persuasion knowledge primarily dealing with Facebook or other media sources such as newspapers, television, and radios. However, there has yet to be a study done with young adults ages 18-25, let alone an Instagram advertisement analysis. In a critical comparative survey, the research gap discovered that advertisements need future studies to go deeper in understanding how they can attract customers and which platforms are needed to achieve these intended purposes (Abdelaal, 2014). This new topic of interest may potentially initiate new areas of future research. Over 78% of young adults use Instagram, and of that 78%, about 95% of teens and young adults have made an online purchase before (Anderson, 2021). Using the Persuasion Knowledge Model, this study aims to look deeply into the language employed in the discourse of advertising and persuasive tactics behind the advertisement. This leads to the research question: To what extent does the Persuasion Knowledge Model and text variance affect Instagram advertisements for 18-25-year-olds living in Pennsylvania? Based on previous research, it was hypothesized that those with lower persuasion knowledge will select the advertisement with the most influential text (ad 3). When an ad has text promoting a sale or a “last chance” opportunity, it is believed that the participants with lower persuasion knowledge will be more inclined to select the ad 3 than the average consumer (Liang, 2018). However, it is noted that those with a higher awareness of persuasion knowledge are less likely to be influenced (Liang, 2018). Although those statistics were for people ages 30 and over, it is possible that since they could have been exposed to more ads than those aged 18-25, their persuasion knowledge is higher. In total, the results exhibited consumers’ product knowledge as positively correlated with Instagram advertisements (Liang, 2018). These factors may have altered the previous studies and the discovery of new ideas that can help positively impact Instagram ads in order to increase advertisement awareness within the app.

Methodology
3.1 Sampling Method

The three ads chosen to be researched were selected due to the need for persuasive text based on the Persuasion Knowledge Model. Influential text and text variance were the persuasive tactics surveyed for this study. Influential text is the language used by companies to influence their buyers such as “BOGO” or “limited time only” and text variance is the amount of influential text underneath an advertisement. The first ad had the least influential text and promotions to lure the buyer into the online store. The second ad had less text/promotions than the third, but more than the first. Finally, the last advertisement had the most influential and persuasive text. All advertisements were for both genders and the specified ages (18-25-year-olds) because it allows for a representative advertisement that can be relatable to an increased number of people. In Figure 1, the sponsored ad chosen for the study was from Nordstrom's Department store promoting Nike Blazer Mid '77 Infinite Sneaker. This advertisement was sourced from Instagram and appears often on young adults’ Instagram feeds (AdEspresso, 2021). The advertisement was chosen from Instagram because the study is solely based on Instagram advertisements only. Before deciding to choose just one ad for the study, a collection of advertisements from Instagram stories were evaluated. Images were eliminated if they included models or people, for those images may entice and be favored instead of the other ads in the study. It was ultimately decided to use only one advertisement and alter the amount of influential text underneath. This method helped to eliminate the bias participants may show towards certain clothes and styles. Figure 1 shows the exact advertisements used and their variations for the study.

FIGURE 1: Instagram advertisement and its text variation used in the survey.

3.2 Survey Method

Despite the recommendation from Friestad and Wright to use multiple methods, the dominant method of measuring the Persuasion Knowledge Model was through a survey, with few qualitative approaches (Ham, 2014). The initial scale of the research included personal information and persuasion knowledge-related questions (Hosein and
Hasanpoor, 2018). No specific individuals were identified in the study, for the only reason they had to identify themselves was to sign the consent form and insert their age for it to be used as a control variable. The questions were derived from peer-reviewed research by Anna Borisova and Ravi Shankar Bhakat. This survey is divided into five parts. In part one, the participants are required to sign and agree to the terms and conditions in addition to the consent forms. Part two consists of fundamental questions in relation to their experiences with online shopping and advertisements on Instagram. This section looks at the respondents’ perception, importance, and satisfaction with online shopping. Part three will deal with questions surrounding persuasion knowledge, while part four discusses the internal and external factors that contribute to persuasion techniques. Part five includes the three chosen ads and questions that concern them. A Likert 5-point scale was used for the bulk of the survey responses. This scale is a psychometric response scale in which responders specify their level of agreement to a statement typically in five points, ranging from one meaning “strongly disagree, very unimportant, very dissatisfied” to five meaning “strongly agree, very important, very satisfied” (Muruganantham and Bhakat, 2013). This scale was used in multiple peer-reviewed articles in this field, thus being the most fitting for what this research aimed to observe (Muruganantham and Bhakat, 2013). The options each participant chose helped to determine where they fell on the persuasion knowledge scale.

To inform individuals residing in Pennsylvania, who were also in the appropriate age range about the study, a sponsored advertisement was put out on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook. Figure 3 is the exact flyer put up on social media platforms. Though the survey was based on Instagram advertisements, the flyer was placed on other media sites in order to gather more results of the study. This did not create any issues since it was a requirement of the study to be an active user on Instagram. Nevertheless, Instagram was the main platform where survey participants viewed the flyer. To access the survey on Instagram, there was a website link in the bio, a section under an account’s username where you can include designated information about yourself and/or your brand. This method generated 174 clicks to the survey page. After being available for two weeks, the survey total was 49 participants. All 49 survey responses from all media sites fit the criteria and were allowed to be included in the study. Below in Table 1 is a report that shows the Instagram users targeted broken down by age and gender, who viewed the ad the most (reach), and the number of times the ad was shown to them (impressions).

**FIGURE 3:** Advertisement uploaded to social media.
Table 1. Gender Ratio and Instagram Survey Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Reach</th>
<th>Impressions</th>
<th>Link Clicks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4,587</td>
<td>6,014</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2,637</td>
<td>3,130</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Uncategorized</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>7,294</td>
<td>9,255</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Statistical Analysis

To perform a proper data and statistical analysis, a data collection process was necessary. This analysis mimics the one utilized in Ravi Shankar Bhakat’s study, which measures the correlation between persuasion knowledge and television advertisements. A statistical analysis was conducted within the survey data to see which advertisements appealed to most users and why. Statistical analyses are used while investigating trends, patterns, and relationships using quantitative data. The data in parts two through four from the survey analyzed the participants' knowledge of
the Persuasion Knowledge Model and the fifth section of the survey determined which advertisement was chosen. Furthermore, the collected information from the survey was analyzed to show the probability of the participant being influenced by advertisements through Instagram. The data was compiled and thoroughly inspected through the use of a mathematical equation, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient analysis.

Given that persuasion knowledge covers a multitude of beliefs and behaviors, there is not a specific method of measuring persuasion knowledge to see whether or not it has been activated (Campbell and Kirmani, 2008). Instead, the researcher may choose to decide how the persuasion knowledge is measured (Campbell and Kirmani, 2008). To measure the scale of persuasion knowledge, a categorization of each individual as being high persuasion knowledge, medium persuasion knowledge, and low persuasion knowledge. To be in the high category, the individual must select “always, mostly, somewhat, usually, or very” to more than 50% of the survey questions. To be in the medium category, the respondent must have chosen “sometimes or neutral” to more than 50% of the questions. And finally, for the individual to be in the low category, they must have clicked “unlikely, rarely, or never” for more than 50% of the questions. In essence, this scale was helpful for measuring positive and negative responses to persuasion techniques (Friestad and Wright, 1994). Additionally, this scale remains relevant for both adults and adolescents because it was developed from interviews with adults and successfully applied to youth (Friestad and Wright, 1994). Since the questions were derived from other researchers in the field of persuasion knowledge, the responses allow me to group the individuals into these three groups. The data further analyzed their persuasion knowledge by viewing their responses in the fifth section of the survey, which tested their persuasion knowledge for choosing an advertisement.

3.4 Content Analysis

A content analysis was used to determine the presence of certain words, themes, or concepts within some given qualitative data, i.e., text (Bates, 2019). Using content analysis, researchers can quantify and analyze the meanings and relationships of certain words, themes, or concepts (Bates, 2019). Since the verbal data must be converted from the survey into a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, there needed to be a way to convert the qualitative data into quantitative data. The content analysis was done prior to conducting the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. This quantitative data was formulated in the software IBM SPSS Statistics (SPSS) to produce an outcome. SPSS was used for the research process to perform the complex statistical data analysis because doing it by hand would be inconvenient. By using SPSS, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient analysis, and the Persuasion Knowledge Model, it was anticipated for a correlation to clearly show the amount of Instagram users who potentially display persuasion knowledge towards advertisements on Instagram. The survey was converted from qualitative data to quantitative data by taking both the variables and inputting them into SPSS. In column one, the level of persuasion knowledge was input for each participant, and in column two was the advertisement each person chose. While being put into the Pearson correlation coefficient, the data was processed through the Pearson equation to transform the data from qualitative to quantitative.

3.5 Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient Analysis

In addition to the other methods of analysis, this study ran a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient analysis. As used in Ying-Ping Liang’s study, this test measures the strength of a linear association between two variables and is denoted by r (Lund Research 2018). Variable r measures the strength of the association between the two variables, or how closely related the two variables actually are (Lund Research, 2018). The coefficient r indicates how far away these data points are from this line of best fit (Lund Research, 2018). A Pearson product-moment correlation attempts to draw a line of best fit through the data of two variables; in this case, the variables are the participants’ persuasion knowledge and the advertisement the Instagram advertisements they chose. However, it is only viable to use Pearson’s correlation if the data “passes” four out of the seven assumptions required for Pearson’s correlation to give a valid result, which this study did (Lund Research, 2018). This test was used to measure the correlation between viewing the
advertisement, filling out a persuasion knowledge survey, and the likelihood of choosing an advertisement depending on where the participant falls on the scale of persuasion knowledge. There are three different types of correlations that may arise from the data. A positive correlation is shown when all the points and lines of best fit from the data are positive and going upward. When the opposite occurs and the plotted points are negative, there is a negative correlation. If the plotted points are scattered and not showing any order or connection, there is no correlation. See figure 2 for visual aid.

**FIGURE 2:** The three types of correlations that may result from the Pearson correlation. Lund Research 2018

Results

4.1 Statistical Analysis

After gathering my data from the survey, the data was input into a statistical analysis to find the relationship between the level of persuasion knowledge each participant had and the advertisement chosen in the survey. The presented data refuted my initial hypothesis. Figure 3 shows that those with low persuasion knowledge choosing advertisement three, those with high persuasion knowledge were more likely to select it. In turn, those with low persuasion knowledge were more likely to select advertisement one, which goes against the foundation of the Persuasion Knowledge Model. Finally, advertisement two was chosen the most by those with medium persuasion knowledge.

**FIGURE 3:** Pie chart showing percentages of each advertisement chosen
4.2 Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient Analysis Results

To run a Pearson Correlation Coefficient test, there must be at least two variables that are measured in order to reach an appropriate correlation. The two independent variables in this study were each participants’ persuasion knowledge measurement and the advertisement they chose in the survey. It was hypothesized that there would be a positive correlation between the two variables, which meant that the lower a participant’s persuasion knowledge, the more likely they will select an ad with a greater amount of text. In contrast, however, the results showed there was a slight negative correlation as shown in Table 1. The measurement of the strength of a linear association between the two variables is $r = -0.243$. Any variable between -0.1 and -0.3 is considered a small negative correlation. This means that as one variable increases in value, the second variable decreases in value (Statistics Help For Students, 2008).

Table 1. Correlation Between Persuasion Knowledge and Advertisements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sig (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variable $N$ simply shows how many survey participants were surveyed. Sig (2-tailed) is the p-value evaluating no statistical significance that exists against an alternative that the mean is not equal to 50. (UCLA 2021). If the p-value is less than the pre-specified alpha level, usually .05 or .01, it is generally concluded that the mean is significantly different from zero (UCLA, 2021). A p-value is a number between 0 and 1, representing the probability that this data would have arisen if the null hypothesis was supported (Fenton and Neil, 2012). As concluded, the p-value discovered by the study was $p = 0.131$. However, since the p-value is higher than .05, this suggests the correlation is not statistically significant. A p-value greater than 0.05 also indicates strong evidence for the occurrence of a null hypothesis. The null hypothesis states that there is no relationship between an independent and dependent variable. Nevertheless, this outcome could be due to an experimental or sampling error (Lund Research, 2018). Furthermore, increases or decreases in one variable did not significantly relate to increases or decreases in the second variable (Statistics Help For Students 2008). Overall, this study did find a correlation, however, the correlation was not statistically significant. (Lund Research, 2018).
Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Persuasion Knowledge</th>
<th>Advertisements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persuasion Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-0.219</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion and Implications

After conducting the survey and analyzing the results, this study was able to provide the field of persuasion knowledge and social media advertisements with future implications. Previous research implies that the higher the participant’s persuasion knowledge, the greater probability that they will choose an advertisement with less influential text (Liang, 2018). Findings from this study add an alternative view on this issue, for the results concluded that there was a slight negative correlation. This also refutes the outcome of others in the field of persuasion knowledge because the model depicts a positive correlation between the two variables. These conclusions open a new line of inquiry important to this field because there has yet to be a study directed through Instagram advertising and young adults. The data acquired implies that there is some sort of correlation between persuasion tactics regarding text underneath advertisements.

With these findings, companies have a better understanding of how persuasion knowledge techniques affect how users view their advertisements and the power of text variance. They are able to take away information from this study and apply it to their advertisements in order to reach certain target audiences. In addition, Instagram users are made aware of the techniques advertisers use to draw customers into their online stores. They are made more aware of techniques marketers use, which can help them increase their persuasion knowledge.

Limitations

This study was not exempt from limitations. The age of participants was a restriction because those participating must have been within the ages of 18-25 to be considered as a part of the study. Working with minors under 18 is more difficult due to consent issues. However, it is still plausible that some participants lied about age or survey responses just to be included within the study. Additionally, results from this study may not apply to people other than the specified ages. Similar to age restriction, there is also the limitation of area. The survey was conducted in Pennsylvania, so data may differ from other states or regions. This study was unable to gather enough data, so the conclusions can not be generalized for all areas not surveyed. In order to gain data from all areas in Pennsylvania, the survey would have needed a few responses from each county in order to gain a broader perspective. Unfortunately with limited data responses, the study was not able to reach all counties of Pennsylvania. These new findings may be drastic and statistically significant depending on the area they are conducted. Since some areas in the United States have more affluence and a different social structure, the results may help advertisers in those areas appeal to both the wealthy and middle class.

Another limitation regarding the advertisements is the text/variance put under each one as well as where they are placed (first, second, third). The placement of the ad could have altered the study’s findings because some participants are not inclined to read all three ads and therefore didn’t read the last two ads. There were only 49 surveys gathered during the data collection process. With that being said, the sample size was not large enough in order to generalize this study’s conclusions.
Further Research

The findings of the analysis have not only presented me with a conclusion, but also a gap in the field. Further research should touch on other aspects of social media. Since Instagram advertisements were analyzed, future studies should look at other methods of advertising whether it be on Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest, or other social media networks because of their different target demographics. Future research should target other upcoming apps with advertisements directed at your age range, such as TikTok and Snapchat.

In addition, newer research should use different advertisements and determine if the different ads change the outcome of the survey. This can test to see whether the advertisement changes the persuasion knowledge portrayed while viewing the advertisement or if it makes no difference. In another variation of this study, researchers can change the order the viewer sees the advertisements. For instance, the ad with the most text can be placed first and see if it makes a difference in conclusions because it was predicted that some participants would choose advertisement 1 because there was less to read.

New studies should also expand on a Pearson Correlation Coefficient Test or other statistical analyses with more variables rather than just two. Using more than two variables will allow researchers to answer more research questions with minimal additional effort. More specifically, variables are important because slight variations in the experimental setup could strongly affect the outcome being measured.

Further research should focus on specifically males or females and what differences arise when looking at each gender’s response to persuasion techniques within Instagram advertising. This discrepancy can help advertisers who are broadcasting advertisements to a certain area to increase their advertisement views in social media. A male may potentially have different persuasion knowledge than a woman, so the approach for how the ads come across social media for both genders may require different specifications. Another area for potential research may lie in different ads or more than one ad should be studied to discuss the differences to the current findings to help advertisers see which methods or ads consumers view as more attractive. Research could also expand to account for a bigger area or state. Vice versa, new data would be beneficial to study specific local businesses. This research would help smaller growing businesses take advantage of advertising on Instagram by boosting views depending on the audience’s persuasion knowledge. With that in mind, future researchers could apply it to one brand and see how the brand benefits or does not benefit from the advertisement.

Also, other age gaps, like those in their mid-twenties or younger, may lead to differences from the data that was found, so researchers should expand on the topic's age range. Future research should expand on children and teenagers and how those findings differ from those of young adults. In addition, what 18-25-year-olds may see and interact with on Instagram, may not be the same as the next generation of young adults in the same age range. Further research should conduct a study that analyzes different generations of Instagram users to see which range is most persuaded by different advertisements. Along with this, future generations should be tested if their persuasion knowledge increases or decreases with changing culture.

Closing Remarks

In total, this research study aimed to find the correlation between Instagram user’s persuasion knowledge and advertisements. It was initially hypothesized that this study’s findings would reflect those of Ying Ping Liang’s study and support the Persuasion Knowledge Model. Conversely, the findings of this study concluded that there was a slightly negative correlation. This correlation indicated that the users with the lowest persuasion knowledge were most likely to select the advertisement with the least text (advertisement 3). Moreover, this finding refuted my hypothesis which predicted that users with the lowest persuasion knowledge will be more likely to select the advertisement with the most text according to the Persuasion Knowledge Model. Due to the p-value drawn from the Pearson correlation
test, the correlation between the two variables was not statistically significant. This indicated that a null hypothesis had arisen. With these new understandings, companies and Instagram users can be more aware of the persuasion techniques employed within the advertisements on Instagram.
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